Vision

As a team we will leave a legacy that will be
remembered, revered and aspired-to at the Sturt
Sabres for future generations. Together we will
provide an environment for each other that helps
develop a platform for our success as a team, and
as individuals, beyond this year, into the future; on
and off the floor.

GUNNNNG HO!

Mission

We are tough men mentally and physically, embracing our competitive spirit and standards set mutually
for, and by all, team members. All this is achieved whilst building stronger, everlasting relationships
built on trust in each other and having great fun, sharing a positive experience.

Values

When your teammate looks you in the eye and holds you accountable, that’s the greatest kind of
leadership there is - Doug Collins

These values are sacred to our team. Our team shares these values in common and we will evaluate,
celebrate and reward each other on the basis of living up to these values.
WINNING MENTALITY
Our winning mentality is ruthless and relentless, permeates everything we do, not just basketball. We are
constantly planning how we can get an edge in sport and life, building positive relationships with those that
understand and complement this mindset, visualising our success and earnestly believing we will achieve it, no
matter what other’s think or believe. Our game plans and style centre on NEVER loosing no matter who
competes against us.
STRONGEST WORK ETHIC
We know we collectively work harder than any other team in the nation and because of this it builds trust
amongst all team members. We will capitalise on each and every opportunity to develop our personal physical
traits and skillsets, putting in the time and work rate to be successful. Hard work through extra sessions, weight
training, plyometric programs, conditioning will be give us superiority. Our work rate at trainings is 2nd to none
and this carries through into games - we pride ourselves and our team mates on our collective work ethic.
PLAY HARD EVERY SECOND OF THE GAME
We are incredibly deep and as a team we have the ability to play hard every second of every game. Playing hard
is ruthless and aggressive defense, diving on loose balls, rebounds and just our “look in our eyes”.
EMBRACE OUR ROLES
We know, understand, enjoy and embrace our roles. We have buy in and agreement on our roles and from all
team members as to what our roles are. Our roles as good team mates and what we bring from that perspective
are important too. We review and visualise us achieving in our roles regularly. Like the beaver, we know that
we have some independence in how we work on the court as long as we a embracing what our role is.

KPIs
Our KPIs are measurable, process oriented goals that we measure
ourselves on each and every game.
1) Win rebounds at a 60% rate

2) 2:1 Assist to turnover ratio

3) 15 assists per game as a team

4) 60% shooting from field

a) Shooting mix (25% transition/fastbreak, 40% paint, 25% trees, 10% mid)

